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Innover pour créer a vos côtés des environnements 
performants ou l’humain est la priorité
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OREKA Ingénierie was created in 2010. It brings together three teams composed of specialists 
who develop their expertise and know-how in their respective fields such as engineering, 
project management, building project management and immersive 3D technologies and flow 
management in real-time. These skills give an undeniable ability to deal in a relevant and 
exhaustive way with the files entrusted to it.

The innovative spirit of our teams brought OREKA Ingénierie to create its design and simulation 
tools and to produce digital tools to help with engineering and training. 

OREKA Ingénierie helps many associations to expand and collaborates in the evolution of networks 
of companies that allow economic and technological development in the digital uses field.

who are we ?
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serious games

Virtual farms
With the agriculture chamber

Serious game in virtual reality
Computer or VR headset is required

Visit and discovery of agricultural farms. 
3 courses proposed: 
- Cereal and dairy production
- Meat production
- Horticultural
This serious game offers videos, multiple choice quizzes 
and interactive mini-games.

AGRICULTURE MACHINERY DRIVING
With l’ANEFA

Virtual Reality Serious game (VR)
VR headset with Steam VR, computer and driving tools 
required. 

Virtual reality simulator.
The serious game offers three courses:
- Driving an apple picker,
- Driving a silage harvester,
- Milking.

Serious game on Computer
Computer required.

This game will allow you to simulate the installation of a
milking room. 

MILKING MACHINE
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BOILERMAKING WORKSHOP
VR serious game
VR headset required

Understanding of the technical and manual bases of the
metallurgical trades in the workshop and on site.
The application makes possible to intervene on multiple
workstations, machine tools and equipment of each
metalworking profession. It offers multiple choice 
quizzes on the different machines and establishes a 
real-time score based on the work performed.

Mutation
With Caen University

Serious game on computer
Computer required.

You are a chemist in a R&D lab. You compose a 
molecule from atoms and bonds to get a molecule that 
meets your goal.
The game is composed of objective cards, descriptive 
sheets of the molecule to be composed and individual 
cards, they constitute a set of bonus/malus.

Zone Way
Serious game on computer
Computer required.

This serious game allows you to understand and 
integrate the procedures in the context of an intervention 
in a controlled area. 
It includes an E-learning module,multiple choice quizzes 
and two scenarios divided into
three levels.
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Safelift

Virtual Reality serious game
VR headset, steamVR and computer required.

Training tool for checking the conformity of a space, 
materials and handling equipment with regard to the 
safety regulations.
The trainer can set the status of the different check 
points to create different scenarios.

Selog
Serious game on computer
Computer required

Simulation tool allowing players to discover the notions 
of flow management, including logistics in warehouses. 

The game is composed of three scenarios, with three 
different missions: operation, optimization and picking
missions. 

LADYBUGS
Serious game on computer

Go on a mission with a drone, to treat
corn plants by dropping ladybugs on infected 
areas.
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SCAFFOLDING CONTROL
VR serious game.
VR headset, computer and SteamVR required

This serious game allows you to learn how to check, 
before use, the compliance of a scaffolding with regard 
to the safety regulations. 

The learner reviews the scaffolding and must identify 
and correct all the problems.

Anatomie VR
VR serious game
VR headset Oculus Quest

Training tool and discovering the human body.
Through four modules: 
- The blood system
- The digestive system
- The respiratory system
- The muscular system.

Other terms and conditions may be included upon 
request.

CRANE LINE
Tablet/phone serious game 
Android Tablet or Phone required

Discovery tool. You will learn how to drive a crane.
For this, explanations and videos are available to help 
you.
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Creon
With Ludiver
Windows tactile table serious game
1 to 4 players

Playful discovery of the universe through the
creation of its own universe and its planets.
It is also possible to develop life in the solar
system.
.

Origame
With BIPLAN and AFPA/MEF

Android tablet/phone serious game
Android tablet/phone required

Orientation tool that relies on Virtual Reality 
and video. It allows to guide the user on 
a potential business, by testing it through 
various games.

OSIRIS BALISAGE

Tablet/computer serious game
Android tablet or windows computer required

This serious game is intended for the training 
of professionals in charge of protection against 
exposure to ionizing radiation (persons 
competent in radiation protection (PCR) or 
radiation protectionists). 
The mission is to set up the operational 
zoning installation of markings, signage...) 
and the collective or portable control devices 
necessary to carry out the operational 
monitoring of an intervention zone
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deontology training
With URSSAF
Android Serious game
Tablet/phone Android

Collaborative and fun game to acquire 
good ethical practices. Through the 
resolution of a puzzle filled with traps and 
clues using real elements.

Unilearning
Computer serious game 

Fun game combining 6 missions to improve 
the quality of human relations. These are 
evaluated according to the client behavioral 
SEO defined by GRDF.
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Fosse Arthour
Phone app
Android phone required
2 versions : 6/12 ans et 12/16 ans

Highlighting a natural site through a 4.7 km 
course.
This course is divided into two towers, 
accompanied by puzzles to solve with clues.

Applications

STORAGE POOL VISIT
Virtual tour
VR headset, SteamVR and computer required

Presentation of the environment and technical 
installations before intervention and operation. The app 
offers an immersive virtual tour with access to all the 
facilities of a swimming pool «Reactor building».

Photoshpere
With BTP CFA Haute-Normandie

Phone/tablet Android

This application allows you to visit all the 
interior and exterior premises of future 
buildings. Ability to select viewable item types. 
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WIND TURBINES OFF-SHORES 
AND TIDAL TURBINES 
VR headset required

Come and immerse yourself in three different 
environments to discover an offshore wind 
turbine from the deck of a maintenance boat 
or on the top of the wind turbine. 

Then you will discover the tidal turbines of the 
seabed of the Raz Blanchard.
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tools

Holoreka
Augmented Reality Application
Microsoft Hololens 2 headset required.

This application is a tool to assist with 
design or controls during the design phase 
on site or for training objectives.

Diane
Android application
Android tablet required.

3D dynamic simulation tool to evaluate 
different scenarios for the organization of a 
production workshop. 
The application examines the working
conditions of the operators according to 
the organization of their environment and 
their workstation.
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3D animations

MARSHALS

This playful video presents the essential tool 
for a farrier: his vehicle. 

You will discover its layout, the essential 
tools etc.

WATER CYCLE

This animation presents the water cycle in a 
fun way  and is aimed at all types of audiences.
 
- Explanation of the steps of water treatment. 
- Development of the territory

With ARACT

With Hague city


